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In the business world management strategies start from the presumption (hypothesis) that there
is a common goal, a target, better income, better value, victory in competition. The chain of
tasks and values in flow charts is easily drawn as a clear line from left to right. Stability is the
goal. Managers usually want a plan to which they can commit themselves. By making this
commitment, they give up the ability to take advantage of fortuitous developments in the
business and technology environment. Managing processes is a human act. Managing creative
processes and creative teams is an act that deals with tacit knowledge, serendipity and flow.
In this paper I apply the key concepts of creativity and knowledge management – such as
normative creativity and serendipity as well as tacit and explicit knowledge – to the publishing
process of a small independent publishing company. I analyze the phases of a publishing
project using the commonly applied management flow chart and clarifying where there is a need
for agile project management tools, where the process is fragile and needs extra recourses to
avoid risks and failures. If creativity brings along agility, are there any means for management to
attain stabile results? I present a case of managing creative processes in the area of creative
economy and cultural industry. My case study is a small independent publishing house, Taifuuni
Ltd, where I worked as a publishing manager and managing director during 1992-2004.
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1. Creativity
Creativity cannot exist without a context. If the context is within interdisciplinary processes, the
creativity needs an environment with confidence and open dialogue. Design processes urge
collaboration of different kinds of knowledge, media production that comes true by using various
professional skills. According to a definition, creative thinking is the process of merging between
categories or mental images, either across or within domains, in ways that have not been
applied before, in order to develop an original and appropriate solution in a situation or for a
problem. (Kilgour 2007,17).
In short: Creativity goes beyond the current boundaries, whether these boundaries are
technology, knowledge, social norms or beliefs. (Ettlie, 2006, 55)
A prominent line of reasoning is that the creative thinking process is development of original and
appropriate ideas. This requires some type of a recombination process. (Kilgour, 2007, 16).
Ideas may be born by individuals, but groups and teams mould new ideas into innovative
products and services. My question in this article is: How can we feed creativity into processes
and projects and how can we manage creativity and innovations in projects that belong in the
category of creative industry?
Richard Florida (2002) took the initiative in vivid discussion about creativity that could also
provide answers for many economical problems. In the middle there is a creative class that
follows the trends and principles of pluralism and tolerance towards cultural diversity. The
creative class links artistic and cultural creativity to the structures of information society. Florida

tries to answer the question of new innovative environments and creative business: how and
where can the creative, innovative, highly educated class gather and build innovative new
business?
The term “interdisciplinary” is used when researchers from two or more disciplines pool their
approaches and modify them so that they are qualified to solve the problem at hand – like in the
case of the Creative Leadership project at the University Consortium of Pori (cross disciplinary
research project of the Pori Unit of the Turku School of Economics and Pori School of Art and
Media – a faculty of the University of Art and Design called Creative Leadership, 2007)
Interdisciplinarity appears also in related designer workshops, in the team-taught courses,
where students are required to understand how a given subject may appear differently when
examined by different disciplines.
In my case at hand I can easily identify three types of creativity:
1. Normative Creativity: Original thinking is used to solve known problems. In research
problem solving exercises, in, for example, the context of the many technical problems
that arise in the design of a car. In the service sector the opportunities for normative
creativity are enormous – as solving customer issues is a major catalyst for service
innovation.
2. Exploratory Creativity: The creativity that is closer to most people’s normal
understanding of creativity. The goal is to identify new opportunities. Unconventional
thinking, which modifies or rejects previous ideas, clarifies vague or ill-defined problems
in developing new views or solutions. Often used in media projects and in designing
digital media services, for example, when solving questions of accessible design.
3. Serendipitous creativity: Accident and good fortune in, for example, identifying an
existing idea that will solve a new problem. (Classic examples are the Post-it stickers,
where the glue that was originally developed for permanent fixing failed.) Serendipitous
creativity cannot be managed easily, although looking for ideas from different sectors or
bringing in experts from other fields can help because the best innovations aren’t lone
geniuses. Multidisciplinary teams and groups are the best places for serendipitous
creativity.
When leading and managing innovative organizations and creative processes there is often a
need for opportunity or a chance for serendipitous creativity with multidisciplinary groups.
Serendipity means a lucky accident. The word etymology comes from a Persian fairytale, Three
Princes of Serendip. According to the Merriam-Webster online dictionary: “…the faculty or
phenomenon of finding valuable or agreeable things not sought for…” Three princes from
Serendip set out to search for a secret poem that could help them fight against a dragon. On
they way the princes found several other interesting things, and they almost forgot the original
reason for their trip. (Inkinen, 2007, 23)
2. Fuzzy Management
When the projects at hand are like life itself we can speak about fuzzy processes. But can we
start a project without knowing where to go, what the result will be, who will join in and how
much it will cost? Always when working with people, things may change! Where there are
people, there are fuzzy processes (?).
Sometimes goal-posts keep moving, as is often the case with applications and software
development, due to changes in client requirements and changes in technology. In these
projects, once initial objectives have been defined and agreed upon, one must instigate an
appropriate project change management and tracking system.

Variances and changes in projects can result from:
•

Stakeholder/user requirements

•

Work that was more difficult than anticipated

•

Delays in procurement

•

Increases or decreases in estimated costs

•

Triggered risks

•

Mistakes

Any change must be assessed for its impact on the project objectives. The impacts are reported
in terms of three project objectives - time, cost and quality. The impact of any change must be
assessed before a decision is made regarding how it is to be managed. It is not possible to
protect against late changes.
3. Agile Project Management
Agile Management takes its ideas from Agile Software Development and applies them to
management in general. Of the software-related agile methods, Scrum is usually considered the
most non-specific to software. However, Extreme Programming has also been used for
managing non-software projects. Agile Management also takes ideas from Lean Manufacturing
and general team building methods. Agile Work is the most general expression of agile
management.
One key word in agile project management seems to be flexibility. Creative processes, just like
creative persons, are sensible and they know by intuition the possibilities or threats that arise
from the environment. The sources of creative thinking might include guessing, foreseeing,
tolerance of ambiguity or supporting complexity. (Inkinen, 2006, 27).
There is a distinction between managing projects in an agile manner and management of an
agile project. “Agility is the ability to adapt and respond to change… agile organizations view
change as an opportunity, not a threat.” (Agile Alliance, 2007). The first part of this definition is a
tautology. It is the second part that is useful for project managers. Trouble starts when the
traditional high–ceremony project management methods that are used in some industries are
applied to information technology projects or projects of creative industry – or in my case,
projects of cultural industry.
Since agile project management seems to be a set of unexpected actions, there is a set of
“rules” for agile project management in the web (see: Agile Software Development, 2007).
The non-profit global Agile Alliance (Agile Alliance, 2007) has published The Agile Manifesto,
where the principles for agile programming could be adopted in many kind of creative projects:
“Build projects around motivated individuals. Give them the environment and support their need,
and trust them to get the job done. The most efficient and effective method of conveying
information to and within a development team is face-to-face conversation.” (Agile Manifesto,
2007)
In fact, plans are "an ongoing dynamic activity that peers into the future for indications as to
where the solution might emerge and treats the plan as a complex situation, adapting to an
emerging solution", writes Mike Dwyer, IT program manager, in his blog. (Dwyer, 2007)

4. Flow
Flow is a mental state of operation in which the person is fully immersed in what he or she is
doing, characterized by a feeling of energized focus, full involvement and success in the
process activity. Usually the mental state of mind in agile software development projects as well
as in cultural or design processes could be described as flow; the artist, programmer or
designer needs to be fully committed to and therefore fully immersed in the task at hand.
The word “flow” was brought into debate by professor Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi (1990, 1996).
According to his writings, flow is like a sense of ecstasy – like being outside everyday reality. It
is important that one knows that the activity is doable - that the skills are adequate, and the task
is neither worrying or boring.
According to Csikszentmihalyi, the state of flow has preconditions like:
• Clear goals
• Concentrating and focusing
• A loss of feeling of self-consciousness
• Distorted sense of time
• Balance between ability level and challenge
• A sense of personal control over the task
• The activity is rewarding
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1990)
5. Knowledge Management
Philosopher Michel Polanyi coined the term “tacit knowledge”. He actually described a process
where we know more than we can clearly articulate and that contributes to the conclusion that
much knowledge is passed on by non-explicit means. “We know more than we can tell. “
(Polanyi, 1967). Ikujiro Nonaka and Hirotaka Takeuchi's book The Knowledge Creating
Company (1995) brought the concept of tacit knowledge into the realm of corporate innovation.
In it they suggest that Japanese companies are more innovative because they are able to
successfully collectivize individual tacit knowledge to the firm. Tacit knowledge by definition is
knowledge that people carry in their minds and is, therefore, difficult to access. According to the
writers, tacit knowledge is a non-linguistic, non-numerical form of knowledge that is highly
personal and context-specific – rooted in individual experiences, ideas, values and emotions.
(see: Nonaka, Takeuchi, 1995).
Explicit knowledge is relatively easy to capture and code in organizations. It helps to know
“what” and “why”. Explicit knowledge is easy to access by documentation.
Tacit knowledge is a source of the core competence of a project, team, business or company.
Tacit knowledge could be perceived as a glue that binds the explicit knowledge together. It
answers the question “know how?”. It is difficult to codify, communicate, describe, replicate or
imitate because it is a result of human experience and human senses. It often needs years of
experience.
6. Publishing House Taifuuni 1992-2004
Publishing House Taifuuni Ltd was established in 1992. From the beginning it was an
independent, small-sized publishing house specializing in Middle European literature, i.e.
translated fiction and non-fiction mainly from Russia, Ukraine, The Czech Republic, Poland,
Hungary and the Baltic countries Estonia, Lithuania and Latvia (Pictures 1 and 2). 1992 marked
the beginning of deep economic recession in Finland, book sales in all genres were low, and
East and Middle European cultures remained in the margins of cultural life. Taifuuni’s publishing
program was bound to the brand and mission of presenting unknown European cultures in
Finland. Taifuuni Ltd remained a small-sized company and had only one paid employee – the

managing director who also worked as a marketing person, salesperson, editor and layout
designer. The publishing decisions were made in the board meetings and the translations and
graphic design was outsourced to freelancers. Since the incomes of the company were of low
level, the only fulltime employee was at times laid off (worked without payment). The work in the
publishing house called for a high level of commitment. It was also clear for the contracted
authors and freelancers that Taifuuni was not able to pay exactly the same compensation as
bigger publishing houses, and for the management it was clear that the more or less voluntary
work could not be managed the way projects usually are. So, in every sense, Publishing House
Taifuuni Ltd functioned like any other small-scale company or non-profit organization in cultural
industry.

Picture 1 <mmaenpaapicture1.jpg>: Publishing House Taifuuni Ltd, first www-site 1992:
http://www.dlc.fi/taifuuni
Managing such a company required serendipitous innovations, agile project management and
work full of flow. When authors, editors and translators worked with flexible timetables and
payment, it was not possible to produce fixed plans. Unanticipated problems were the norm
rather than the exception. Agility meant that implementation was merely a matter of executing a
defined set of tasks. But then again, the flow helped avoid chaos: There was great inner clarity
in the projects – as in the flow according to Csikszentmihalyi – everyone knowing what needed
to be done and how well things were going. There was a sense of serenity - no worries about
“self”, a feeling of growing beyond the boundaries of ego, and afterwards, a feeling of
transcending the ego in ways not thought possible.

Picture 2. Taifuuni’s editorial profile <mmaenpaapicture2.jpg>
The publishing process passes through several phases.
Usually the first idea for a product was a lucky accident, a result of serendipitous coincidences,
we were seeking something else and then tumbled upon a reasonably good idea, with the help
of informants and with the help of experts. The mission was to seek new questions, rather than
to answer questions. Taifuuni was an “indie” publishing house. The new ideas came from an
expert network, from the authors themselves or translators, people who knew East European
cultures and literature the best.

Picture 3 <mmaenpaapicture3.jpg>
The new ideas were evaluated by experts and tested from the basis of the mission of the
publishing house. Possibilities of gaining some kind of a reasonable break-even point were also
calculated. Market analyses were usually based on the subjective intuition of the publisher. The
final decision to publish a book is based – after all – on economic facts, marketing analyzes and
artistic evaluation.
After the publishing decision was made, the manager started to recruit the team. The team of
translator, editor and graphic designer worked practically on a voluntary basis. Everyone was
responsible for her/his work to the publishing manager. The team members knew that Taifuuni
would not pay as well as the big companies, yet the quality was very important to everyone.
During the translation and layout work the book was sold to wholesalers, libraries and
bookstores. The bookstores and stocks represented the professional role. They have fixed
timetables and an annually negotiated market share (approximately 40% from the retail price).
And the rest was like a bazaar, relatives, kids and cousins worked in the marketing department,
behind the desk at various book fairs. (Picture 4)

Picture 4 <mmaepaapicture4.jpg>

Picture 5 <mmaenpaapicture5.jpg> The publishing process started to look fuzzy at least by the
time the product, the book, faced public opinion, readers, media, librarians etc. The public
opinion was dependent more on individual readers and articles published in newspapers than
on commercial advertisements. Classical studies, such as the works of Russian cultural
scientist Mihail Bahtin, were steadysellers that brought incomes slowly but over a long period of
time, the alternative guidebooks on East European capitals became popular among young
travelers.

Picture 6 <maenpaapicture6.jpg> Relations with the authors, artists, designers and translators
were based on individual relationships. Personal relations are always very fragile, not the least
when personal and financial relations are mixed. The market analysis was based on personal
intuition and experience. The brand and mission of the publishing house was formed by a few
individuals and not written in any way that could be described as a watertight description of the
company’s overall essence. The only fixed and well documented phase in the whole publishing
process were the relations with the wholesalers, a task that required a skill to solve known,
everyday problems because the rules and regulations with the wholesaler were fixed and
known.
The Kirjavälitys Ltd <Kirjavälitys Oy, 2007> wholesaler is the agency for most of the small and
medium sized publishers in Finland. According to the agreement between Kirjavälitys and
Taifuuni, the big wholesaler served as an agency for Taifuuni’s books and paid 36-40 % out of
the retail price to the publisher for every sold copy.

Picture 7 <mmaenpaapicture7.jpg>
7. Conclusions: Interdisciplinary and agile management feeds creativity
For every publishing house the task of finding a good manuscript to publish is really a
serendipitous matter. In the publishing business, more than anywhere, serendipity means a
lucky accident. In Taifuuni it was essential to reject previous ideas because the mission for the
publishing house was to feed new thinking. Therefore carrying out market analyses urged
unconventional thinking. It was more important to raise new questions than to give answers to
common problems.
In a process where tasks are serendipitous and even defined tasks might lead to unexpected
conclusions, the most important recourse are the people working on the team. There is need for
both individual and collective innovativeness. It is a task of a good manager to bring these skills
into the process.
What do groups need in order to become innovative? In fragile and unstable processes the
working environment needs to be highly flexible. (Aldrea-Partanen, Ponnnikas 2007, 94). A
shared intent and firm common motivation among the team help to bring out the creative
potential. In Taifuuni the teams consisted of independent creative experts. The most important
task for the manager was to assign each individual her/his own well defined area as well as
their tasks and objectives in the process.
For a manager working with a team that consists of more or less voluntary workers it was
important to identify new opportunities and new ways to motivate people. Because of a lack of
financial resources, the whole team needed a great amount of unconventional thinking that
clarified vague or ill-defined problems in developing new views or solutions.
From the viewpoint of working culture it is obvious that understanding and knowledge in a
creative process can only be created if the members of the team are willing to collaborate and
share knowledge. Collaboration and sharing take place in a network that requires openness,
mutual trust, willingness and commitment to share.
In Taifuuni there were different levels of knowledge creation and most of the relations were
based only on the missions and ideas of the manager. Even though the manager has a
considerable role as bearer of all the tacit knowledge, it is also important for everyone involved
to see an overall and a realistic picture of the publishing process: what is the cultural
background of the product at hand, for what kind of audience is the book targeted, what will the
marketing efforts be, and what will the estimated incomes be.
An overall atmosphere of courage and a certain level of informality are seen as enablers of
knowledge creation and creativity itself. With a fragile, creative project and process, one can
never stress agility too much: it ranks in importance with possibilities for open communication
and sharing of knowledge.
Epilogue
Agile management is a demanding task for the manager. The manager is in the center of all
actions and processes. As a publishing manager I controlled every phase of the process and
the projects never actually followed a certain flow chart. The amount of tacit knowledge also
meant possibilities to change the aims of a project. The vagueness created flexibility as well as
instability. I am prone to thinking that had I known about the theory of knowledge building and
management that I know of now, the company would have succeeded much better. But, on the

other hand, can there ever really be a project that beautifully follows the flow chart described in
various guidebooks for managers.
Publishing House Taifuuni published books from East European cultures between 1992 and
2004. Even though it was an incorporated company, the mission was not to create financial
value for the shareholders, the values were more on the immaterial and cultural side. The
number of publications was around 150, including fiction, non-fiction, cookbooks and travel
books. Taifuuni managed to create a brand with its alternative travel books and as an expert of
East European culture. The trademark Taifuuni was sold to Publishing House Like Ltd. The new
publisher continues Taifuuni’s line.
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